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White
Good evening.  A million books in an accessible form for blind people?  Sounds too good to be true doesn't it.  We'll be finding out whether it is in a moment.  And news of an internet service blind people thought that they were about to lose but which has had a reprieve.

Now you couldn't be a regular listener to this programme without realising that the offer of a million books in a form in which we can actually read them is a tantalising prospect.  The dearth of books in formats like Braille, speech - real or synthetic - and large print is well known and although with the advent of digital technology potential sources of books are increasing, you still have to be a bit of a technology whiz to make the most of what's available.  So what is this apparently new source and is it as revolutionary as its enthusiastic PR would suggest?

It comes from something called the Internet Archive and it's based in the United States.  So first, what exactly is the Internet Archive?  I put that to its chief executive Brewster Kahle.

Kahle
The Internet Archive is a digital library that's been recording the worldwide web, television, books, music, video for over 14 years now and offering these as free public access on the internet at archive.org.

White
And what are you proposing now specifically for people with specific needs like visually impaired people?

Kahle
We have taken the large scale scanning efforts that the Internet Archive has embarked on to generally build a digital library of books and reformatted those books for the print disabled.  And that's enabled us to take over one million volumes that have been digitised from 150 libraries over the last five years and make those available that are public domain materials but also to take more modern books, all the way up to current books, and make those available to the print disabled through the Daisy format.

White
And by the print disabled you mean not only visually impaired people but people with other difficulties with reading, such as dyslexia?

Kahle
Dyslexia or difficulty holding books.  There's a set of devices that take text and convert it to speech that has been developed and we're trying to be compatible with as many of these as possible.

White
You say speech, what about large print and what about Braille?

Kahle
For large print we have made an online book reader that allows one to zoom in and see material in a much larger font, so anything that's at least in the public accessible collection, the older books, are all available in that way.  The more modern books though, there's copyright issues, so these have been bundled into this Daisy format that has encryption that is only unlockable currently in the United States.  We'd like to see that expanded to every region of the world and we're starting to do some outreach and hear from people in other countries about how we might be able to offer the tens of thousands of books that we've digitised, that are modern books, for anybody around the world.

White
So as things stand at the moment what can you actually offer to blind and partially sighted people in the United Kingdom?

Kahle
Anybody in the United Kingdom can go to the openlibrary.org site, which is an accessible website to be able to find and download over one million public domain books, so those books are all available to anybody around the world.  The more modern books, more recent books, all the way through Harry Potter or the like, are available for those that are in the United States that have gotten the approval from the Library of Congress.

White
So what do you think the full potential of this idea is?

Kahle
It actually may just be limited to the print disabled in the United States to get all the way to current books but I find it interesting that the print disabled - the blind, dyslexic, those difficulty with print - have in fact the best digital library every built, than even those of sighted in the United States don't have access to the full breadth of this digital library, it's only the print disabled.  So I find a little social justice to this.  We'd like to see these digital libraries spread to everywhere, not just for the print disabled but lets at least see what we can do worldwide.  The idea of having everything ever published available however anybody wants it, whether they've got disabilities or not, if they're curious enough to want to get to a book then we as the librarians have the opportunity of using this technology to make it widely available.

White
And is that really a feasible idea - you know to the reader that sounds fantastic, the idea of any book being available in any format but is that anymore than a pipe dream do you think?

Kahle
It's absolutely doable.  The costs are not that high, it costs 10 cents US and also we're scanning books in London and also in Scotland, in Edinburgh, and so people that bring books to those centres we will digitise, it costs us 10 cents US a page, so a typical book - at 300 pages - would be $30.  So at $30 it's imaged, it's put through optical character recognition, so that it can be put through text to speech or searchable, and it's put into pdf and lots of different formats and put in two different continents.  So at $30 a book it means that if you wanted to do a million books that's $30 million or 10 million books, which is a world class library, is only $300 million.  You say well that's a lot of money, it's true, but it's probably less than you spend on your British Library in a single year.

White
So you're saying that people can actually request individual books if they wanted to, if they had a book they could get it digitised?

Kahle
What we did here in the United States is anybody that would send a book to the Internet Archive, donate a book the next 10,000 books that are donated to the Internet Archive we will digitise and make available for free.  So I'd say go to the openlibrary.org, which is the way to get to the books, they'll find an address and send us the book, we'll digitise it and put it up in these formats.

White
So you've got these books which are not affected by copyright at the moment, what is the next step as far as you're concerned?

Kahle
Well we're digitising in copyright materials, over a thousand books, every day and we want to increase that as much as we can afford to and again it's just this 10 cents, so if somebody were to come forward with $300 million we'd have 10 million books up for everybody within just a couple of years.  Then the question is how can we go and offer materials that are in copyright to a broad population and the print disabled exemptions that exist in most countries I think is the easiest and quickest to move forward on.  The next is to start a lending structure, so we start lending digital materials to those that are interested but that is not figured out yet.

White
So at the moment you are going to - you feel you're going to have to work within the copyright rules of the various countries that you want to reach, like Britain?

Kahle
Yes absolutely and we'd like to find out how far we can go.

White
So are talks along these lines actually going on at the moment?

Kahle
There is quite a bit of activity at the international level, talking this through and we hope that our efforts to bring - by bringing one million books up and out there and having an existing set of in copyright materials that are ready to go on an international basis, whenever we can figure out how to get there, that this will help expedite this promising situation.

White
Brewster Kahle.  So the key questions then:  what kind of selection of books are we actually talking about, in what formats can you access them and how easy is it to do it?  All well beyond my technical competence but we've drafted into the studio two experts to help us - In Touch regular, all round bookworm and now editor of Disability Now, Ian Macrae and also another book fiend - Leonie Watson, Leonie is the director of Accessibility with Nomensa, they design websites.

Ian, to come to you first, just so we know the ballpark, I mean what kind of books are we talking about, what formats?

Macrae
Well I've got over the years pretty expert, Pete, in sniffing out books in all sorts of dark and murky corners in accessible formats, all of course purely in the interests of investigative journalism and not because I wanted to read them.  So I was kind of spurred on to do this because I thought wow another whole lot.  I mean at present you've got the RNIB Talking Book Service and the Braille Library, which they run, which to be honest offer quite limited numbers of books, compared with the numbers of books that are available from elsewhere.  There is the American Book Share website, which is not currently available, though I understand that the RNIB is currently working on some sort of deal to get it made available to visually impaired people over here, that's where scanned electronic texts are put up on the web and if you're a member of Book Share and you've paid your 50 bucks a year, or whatever it is, you can download books from there.

White
And they can be accessible in Braille and speech?

Macrae
Basically they're in electronic text, so you can read them in whatever format - you choose the format that you want to read them in.  And then there are other sites about which I can't say very much because to use them is actually currently illegal but there is, for example, one site in the world which probably has in excess of 50,000 books on it now and that's greater than I should think the total RNIB library stock.  And we're talking about contemporary fiction that people are buying in bookshops now and reading.

White
So what does this one add to that?

Macrae
Well it claims to add a million accessible titles.  I managed to find the site, because you'd given me the term to put into my search engine, but after that it was kind of a complete hit and miss lottery really as you can hear.

So I'm going to type in here The Internet Archive.  Okay.  So the next thing I was told to look for was Open Library, so what I'm going to do is - okay - there we are I'm into the Open Library site.  Now the next thing to try and do is find the Open Library.  Right I've now found the link embedded in a Washington Post story about this site.  Here we go.  Okay this is Women Prime Ministers, let's just have a look.  We've had one of those in this country so I thought it would be worth having a look at that.  Golda Meir - My Life.  And there's - there's a couple of books here on Margaret Thatcher - The Downing Street Years; One of Us - which is a biography of Mrs Thatcher.  So the next question then is to see whether I can download a book.  Let's try this One of Us, which is Hugo Young's book on Margaret Thatcher isn't it.  Okay I have not found any way of downloading this from this site, so I could do with a bit of advice really I think.

White
Alright Leonie, your specialism is web access, so how did you get on with this new facility and how does it score on web access?

Watson
From a technical point of view the website's pretty good in terms of accessibility.  Where it runs into problems is with usability, i.e. how easy people find it to use.  And I must admit that even as someone with a relatively high amount of experience using the web I was quite often overwhelmed by the sheer amount of information that was available on the website.

White
You were overwhelmed!  I find that fairly astonishing.

Watson
Well to give you an example.  I went to the link to the Open Library and spotted Alice in Wonderland, one of my favourite books from childhood.  And went to the page and found that the book was listed under, I think, more than 50 different genres and there were 615 different editions of the book.  I did manage eventually to sort of wade my way through all that information and get to a copy and download the Daisy format of the book and read it but it took me two attempts to get to that point. 

White
Which when we're talking about a million books then that rather suggests what Ian was hinting at that we're not talking about a million titles?

Watson
I suspect that's probably the case, I think, yes, a million volumes as Brewster was saying earlier.

White
And so what about the selection just as a reader?

Watson
It's certainly, I think I can confirm that what's available to us is the public domain, out of copyright, material, so if you do like your older Victorian fiction, your Shakespeare, all those kind of books, this is likely to be an amazing resource, I'm quite a fan of Shakespeare, so for me there's definitely something in there.  But as was said earlier in the programme unless you're an US citizen at the moment and you can access the Library of Congress you can't get to the more modern content.

White
Right.  And just to make it absolutely clear we are talking about accessing in speech here using Daisy, this isn't any use to a Braillist yet is it?

Watson
I wouldn't imagine so, no, I'm not a Braillist myself.

White
Is that your understanding Ian as well?

Macrae
Well if they're saying they're Daisy books that definitely means they're in audio format.  I'd be interested to know whether that means they are Daisyfied versions of recorded audio, so in other words a bona fide narrator reading the book or whether it's Daisy, which can also generate its own synthetic voices and I'd be interested to know which of those it is.

Watson
It's the latter, as far as I could work out from the two or three books I downloaded what they've done is they've taken the image scans of the actual books and have just translated those into text and from there into Daisy format because a couple of times you spot those spelling mistakes and grammatical hiccups that we're all familiar with, with scanned text.

White
Okay, so you've both made it very clear that this is not yet at the kind of finished stage - a million books dropping as from Heaven with very little effort.  Can I just ask you both quite quickly?  We wait it seems in vain for a kind of one stop shop for books, which we know could be made available in an electronic form, how far away from that do you think we are?  Ian first.

Macrae
We're there but you risk going to jail if you use it.  Some people choose to do that but we're there.  You can go and look for - if you want to read the whole of the Harry Potter series, for example, you can just go to the internet and download them, either as audio or as print texts.

White
So it's political, it's not technological?

Macrae
Yeah.

White
Leonie, final comment on that?

Watson
I agree with Ian but I'd also say that there are authors like JK Rowling who've made audio and Braille editions at the same time as print available and companies like Audible that I think are doing amazing things to bring ...

White
But isn't it one big sort of - that's good but it's a PR stunt more than, you know, saying we're there isn't it?

Watson
Certainly in terms of that but I think there are companies like Audible where actually I've come across a couple of times this year you've been able to download a book in audio before it's available in print.  So I think there are changes happening but I do very much agree with Ian.

White
Leonie Watson and Ian Macrae.  And if you want to have a go at that archive yourself we'd be interested to hear how you get on.

Now a few weeks ago we referred to what appeared to be a worrying trend where targeted services to help visually impaired technology users were being withdrawn, on the grounds, it seemed, that the companies thought that their mainstream advice services could do just as good a job.  The customers that we talked to did not agree.

Well now there's news that one of the companies at least who we featured has changed its mind.  Joe and Lynda Payton have run for 12 years now a support service for customers of Demon, the internet service provider, and Joe Payton explained the latest news.

Payton
Recently we heard from THUS that after consideration the service was going to continue and after they've gone through a major relaunch in July they'd be coming together with us to discuss ways that we can develop the service for customers and enhance or improve what we're doing already.

White
Any idea why they might have changed their mind?

Payton
I suspect that customer response to the fact that the customers may be losing a service or potentially were threatened to lose a service and maybe the wisdom that with this particular service in place, with this ISP, it can only be good for all users - for us, for Demon's customers and for Demon and THUS themselves - there are no losers here.

White
Well the company has confirmed to us that the Payton service will continue and that they'll be entering discussions with them about ways in which all their staff can offer an improved service to visually impaired users.

And that's it for today.  Do let us have your comments on anything in the programme.  You can call us at 0800 044 044 or you can e-mail us at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.  And the podcast will be available as usual from tomorrow.

As for next week - remember Can't See, Will Cook?  That was where Richard Lane had been canvassing invitations into the kitchens of visually impaired cooks to find out how they find ways to cook both safely and imaginatively.  Well first to step up to the stove is Ann Scroggie.  We've been to Scotland.  Ann will be introducing Richard to Scroggie Pie, the mystery will be unravelled.  And Richard also discovers from the redoubtable Ann that while he might be a dab hand at a mushroom risotto he has much to learn about peeling carrots.  I only wish I'd had this idea myself.  Join us for that.  From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


